SOUTH AUSTRALIAN UNITED CHURCH NETBALL ASSOCIATION INC.

NETBALL RULES TEST MARCH 2019
Please complete the following using BIRO/PEN.

NAME IN FULL: (Mr./Mrs./Ms./Miss)
ADDRESS:
P/C
CLUB

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. Written examination time is 1 hour.
2. This examination paper consists of 4 sections and is worth a total of 100 marks.
3. This paper is written using the INF Rules of Netball 2018. Any answer that the candidate
believes involves a SAUCNA Bylaw should be identified in their answer.
4. Throughout the paper assume that the teams involved are RED and BLUE if not specifically
stated.
5. Do not make assumptions regarding the scenarios presented – all the information needed
to answer the question will be in the scenario.
6. Marks needed to be tested for a badge:
A badge = 90%
B badge = 80% C badge = 70%

MARKS:

First Marker

Second Marker

SECTION 1.

/40

/40

SECTION 2.

/60

/60

/100

/100

TOTAL

Final Agreed Mark
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/100

Section 1
This section contains short answer, fill-in the gaps and multiple-choice questions.
1. What is the ruling for the clothing that an umpire should wear?

(1)

2. The timekeeper is responsible for advising the umpire when the time for the quarter has ended.
What actually signals the end of the quarter?
(1)

3. If two opposing players enter the centre third simultaneously before the whistle is blown, what
happens if:
(2)
a) neither player makes contact with the ball?_______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
b) either player catches or touches the ball, either while standing in the centre third or immediately
before or after landing in the centre third? ________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

4. Blue GK accidently knocks the ball out of Red GA’s hands. What do you as the umpire do? (1)
a. No infringement, let play continue
b. Award a Free Pass to Red where Blue GK knocked the ball from Red GA
c. Award a Penalty Pass to Red where Blue GK knocked the ball from Red GA

5. Blue GD moves quickly into the position where the Red GS was moving to in an attempt to receive
the ball. As a result the Blue GD contacts the Red GS. What do you as the umpire do?
(1)
a. No Infringement, Let play continue.
b. Award a Penalty Pass to Red where Blue GD contacts Red GS
c. Award a Penalty Pass to Blue where Red GS contacts Blue GD
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6. Red GD defending from 0.9 m places her hands on the ball as Blue GS is shooting for Goal
approximately 1.5 m from the goal post. What do you as the umpire do?
(1)
a. No Infringement, Let Play continue.
b. Award a Penalty Pass to Blue where Blue GS was standing
c. Award a Penalty Pass to Blue where Red GD was standing.

7. Red GD is standing 0.6m from Blue GA who is shooting for goal. Red GD makes no attempt to
defend at all. What do you as the umpire do?
(1)
a. Penalty Pass Blue where Red GD was standing.
b. No Infringement, Let play continue.
c. Free Pass Blue where Red GD was standing

8. Red GS’s attempt at a shot for goal is unsuccessful and the ball bounces off the ring. Blue GD
jumps in the air and bats the ball towards the Blue GK however the ball travels over and through
the goal ring. What do you as the umpire do?
(1)
a. Play continues, no score
b. Score goal for Red and move to next centre pass.
c. Award a Free pass to Red where the Blue GD was standing
d. Award a Penalty pass to Red where the Blue GD was standing
9. Red GS catches the ball and lands on both feet simultaneously, then steps forward on the right foot
and shoot successfully for goal.
(1)
a. Free Pass Blue.
b. Penalty Pass Blue.
c. No Infringement, let play continue

10. Fill in the blanks:

(11)

Without having possession of the ball a player may:
a.
or bounce the ball to _______ player but may

bat it ____________ at another

player.
b. Tip the ball in an ____________ manner ____ or more than ____, then either catch the ball
or

or

it to another player.

c. Bat the ball once before either ________ the ball or batting or ________ it to another player.
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11. Fill in the blanks:

(11)

Players may not wear anything that could endanger themselves or
specifically:
a. No _________ or jewellery maybe worn other than a _______ ring which must be covered
with
b. A medical alert ________ may be worn provided it is covered with
c. Fingernails must be

and _________

d. Hair must be suitably

12. Fill in the blanks:

(4)

When penalising an infringement the umpires must
and the

given, using

the whistle, state the
signals to support their decisions.

13. Red C is about to take the centre pass. Blue C is standing within 0.9m of Red C, defending the
pass.
(2)
a. What is the infringement?
b. Which umpire oversees the penalising of the infringement?

14. Red C leans into the goal circle, and without making contact with the ground inside the circle,
collects the ball and rolls it to the Red GA. Her foot is on but not over the goal circle line. What do
you as the umpire do?
(1)
a. No infringement, let play continue.
b. Offside. Free pass Blue to be taken inside the circle.
c. Free pass Blue where the Red C was standing. A player may not roll the ball to another
player.
15. At a Throw In, Blue WD steps up to the sideline to pass. Red WA has her hands up defending at an
appropriate distance. As Blue WD goes to pass, Red WA jumps, in an attempt to intercept the ball,
and lands within 0.9m of the player with her arms still remaining in the air. What do you as the
umpire do?
(1)
a. Obstruction. Free pass Blue, on court where the Red WA landed.
b. No infringement, play continues.
c. Obstruction. Penalty Pass Blue, on court where the Red WA landed.
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Section 2 Please complete on separate lined paper
For each of the following scenarios identify what you, as the umpire in control of the incident
would do – you should include if you blow the whistle, what you should say, and what the
players should do. If you believe there is no infringement you must justify why no infringement
has occurred.
Questions 1-10 are worth 5 marks each. Question 11 is worth 10 marks (2 for each)
1. The Red WA appeals to the umpire during play to point out that their finger is bleeding. This player
leaves the court and play resumes with the Red team playing with the position left vacant. After the
game has restarted the same player enters the court whilst play is in progress without notifying the
Umpire.
2. Red GK takes a throw in on the sideline in a legitimate position near the transverse line. She
intends to pass it to a team-mate in the centre third who is standing near the sideline. Immediately
after releasing the ball she overbalances and lands outside the court alongside the centre third.
The ball travels along the sideline out of reach of the teammate. The Red GS jumps from her goal
third and manages to touch, but not catch, the ball before landing outside the court alongside the
centre third. The ball lands out of court near the goal line.
3. The Red GK is taking a throw in from her Goal Line. She passes the ball to her WD who is standing
in the goal third. The Red WD fails to take possession of the ball and it slips through her fingers
and bounces away. The ball rolls across the centre third and into the goal third at the opposite end
of the court. The ball is picked up by the Red GA close to the transverse line.
4. Blue C takes possession of the ball in the air. The Red WD moves from the position in which she
was standing into the landing space of the Blue C. The Blue C lands on the Red WD awkwardly
and then falls onto the ground. The Red WD offers no apology and walks away from the incident.
5. Red GA receives the ball with both feet wholly within the goal circle. She then places her nonlanding foot outside the goal circle for a moment before replacing it back in the goal circle and
successfully shoots for goal.
6. In a heavily contested match and toward the middle of the third quarter the Red team coach
instructs her WD to ‘take out’ the Blue C and ‘teach her a lesson’. The bench side umpire has
already given a quiet word to the Red team coach for making inappropriate comments.
7. Blue WA attempts to pass the ball with a high lob into the Blue GS who is near the goal post. The
ball passes over and completely through the goal ring and is caught by the Blue GA who then
walks over to the Blue C and hands her the ball.
8. While remaining in her correct Goal Third, the Red GK reaches to retrieve a loose ball which is in
the Centre Third - and rolls it towards herself before gaining possession.
9. Red GD is moving at speed and catches a high ball. She lands on her right foot in her own Goal
Third, steps into the Centre Third on her left foot and releases the ball towards her GA. The Blue
GD makes spectacular interception, landing just inside her own Goal Third.
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10. Play is concentrated in the end administered by Umpire “A” (Red team’s goal) where the umpire is
very busy with some energetic play. In the centre third, but nearer to Umpire A’s end, the Blue GA
comes up behind the Red WD and hits her in the middle of her back with a closed fist. You are
Umpire B and you observe the incident. What do you do?
For all parts of the next question, identify if the decision made is correct or incorrect – if the
decision is incorrect explain why.
11. In all of the scenarios below, the goal has just been scored at Red team’s goal end (Umpire ‘A’),
and it is a Blue centre pass.
a. Blue Centre lands simultaneously with right foot inside the centre circle and left foot outside
the circle towards the Blue goal. Umpire A whistles, the ball is passed, and play continues
b. Blue Centre lands on right foot across the line bounded the centre circle, partially inside and
partially outside the circle. Umpire A whistles, the ball is passed, and play continues
c. Blue Centre lands with both feet inside the circle. Red Centre defends just more than 0.9
metre away from the Blue Centre’s nearest foot. Umpire A whistles, Blue Centre steps
forward to pass the ball, Umpire B whistles and calls Obstruction.
d. Blue Centre lands with both feet inside the circle. Red Centre defends closer than 0.9 metre
away from the Blue Centre’s nearest foot. Umpire A whistles, Blue Centre steps forward to
pass the ball, Umpire A whistles and calls Obstruction.
e. Blue Centre lands with left foot just inside the circle (mostly on the line), lands the right foot
well inside the circle, and then steps forward onto her left foot. Umpire A whistles twice and
calls ‘stepping’.
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